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* **Get the latest version of Photoshop:** The latest version of Photoshop is Photoshop CC 2015. Because it's so new, you can probably get a free download from Adobe's website. See Chapter 5 for links. If you're using Photoshop on a computer that comes with the latest version of Windows, by default, Photoshop will launch with Photoshop
Elements 2015. This means you'll likely be using Elements' straightforward features. If you prefer to use Photoshop's graphic tools, you need to install Photoshop. In this book, I use both Photoshop and Elements. I'm a huge fan of Elements, so I recommend its use as a low-cost alternative. For professional commercial printing, Photoshop is the
program of choice, so it's worth obtaining a full copy of Photoshop (or Photoshop CC, as explained above). However, in this book, I focus mostly on the Elements graphics tools because that's what most beginners need. You still can use the Photoshop tools, though, and you can get a lot of benefit from using both. * **Have more fun with your
images:** When you're working on an image, you can use the Layers panel to control what appears in your image. You can add text, clip images, add frames, and more. You can also paint, draw, and erase to manipulate your image. * **Speed up your workflow:** You can save your Photoshop files (and your Elements files) in different formats. You
can edit your photos in multiple ways: spot color, adjustments, and layer styles. With layers, you can manipulate the placement and opacity of individual elements on a single layer, as well as change the blending mode of all the elements on a layer. To create a new document, use the Create a New Document command (Ctrl+N; see Chapter 4). You can
also start a new file by dragging an image from a folder to the open canvas (File → New). ## Understanding the Elements Layers When you start Elements, you see a tab that looks like Figure 4-1. This Layers pane, which contains all the layers in your image, is the starting point for all the rest of this book. If you click an icon (like the document
camera) to access an item on the left side of the Layers panel, you see a magnified view of your active layer, as shown in Figure 4-2. If you click and drag an item to a new layer, you can see
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The newest versions of Photoshop are packed with features that are particularly useful to creative photographers, graphic designers and web designers. Here's a few of them: Up/down cropping In the 2016 version of Photoshop, you can crop a photo from any of its four corners. But the bottom two corners are harder to reach than the top two. The
Adobe 2019 version of Photoshop has a nifty tool: Up/Down Crop. With this tool, you can just drag the corner bar of the photo to cut it from any corner. The interesting part is that you can even move the crop frame without having to drag it. This should make it easy to move a crop frame during the edit. When you finally crop a photo, it's also easier
to tap on it to apply one of the preset effects. Bicubic filter A fast and convenient way to improve the sharpness of a photo is to use the Bicubic filter. This is a great way to eliminate edge blurring. It's similar to the smart sharpen in Apple's Photo app or Instagram's own sharpen feature. You can apply this filter by selecting Crop. Crop a very rough
version of the photo, open the filter and then apply a filter. Quick fixes and other tools The new Photoshop also has some handy tools that make photo editing and graphic design easier. It has a new tool bar along the top. On it are the Quick Fixes tool and other tools. Examples of the tools include the Spot Healing tool, which is a great way to quickly
fix bright spots on a photo. It's been around for a while, but the 2019 version makes it more user-friendly. Another tool is the Healing Brush, which was previously found in the right-click context menu. Now you can access it from the tool bar. The new Healing Brush allows you to quickly erase a problem area from your photo. The Spot Healing tool
lets you correct a single problem area from within the entire image. You can also use the Erase tool to delete a rectangular region from a photo. The Spot Healing tool and the Erase tool are very powerful, but they work best when you're not working on a photo with many different levels of brightness. The new Color Sampler tool makes it easier for
you to see the effect your photo will get. You can select a color or a color combination and see 05a79cecff
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NEW YORK – There was always a chance, if only a tiny one, that Jordan Spieth might steal a tournament away from the countryman he replaced in the world number 1 spot. Spieth has done just that, but in a manner as unexpected as the way he took the lead at the Masters by getting to the final round in one piece. Spieth led the field on Sunday by
14 shots after his victory in the Masters, a clear indication that the challenge of defending the title has yet to rear its head for him. And on the final day, he was able to add insult to injury, completing a fourth consecutive opening round with a 70 to be two strokes ahead of Sergio García, ranked second. The duo had led the pack all day as the North
Americans, Jason Day, Rickie Fowler and Dustin Johnson, all had a chance of winning after some teeing off in the morning. This time, Spieth made no mistake and he allowed himself to enjoy the moment. "I guess one of the nice things about being in the top 10 in the world is you don't have a chance of falling out of it," he said. "It's always an
incredibly exciting day out here, and I felt really good about being in that position, knowing I can't fall out of it. I would have loved for it to be yesterday, but the plan was to shoot one under and shoot 66, and that's exactly what I did." Spieth knocked in his birdie putt on the 18th hole with his very next shot, sinking a stunning approach for the
clinching two. "It felt pretty good to be able to get a good one there," he said. "It was a sweet spot. It was a great feeling." Fowler and Day, who have tussled in big style in this tournament previously, were among those who could not lay claim to a win, with Day merely managing to reach the halfway point in his round. García, the top-ranked Spaniard,
could not get anything going, suffering three of the first four bogies that he played. "The greens are pretty quick this week," he said. "All of a sudden I lost it. I was just trying to put it under every time. I've been putting out there lately." Jon Rahm and Ryan Palmer each shot one under par, but the best they could manage was a
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Q: Referencing a parameterized resource in ODATA I'm trying to send a query to an ODATA endpoint and send the parameter value from my application for each entity in the response. Endpoint: /myendpoint?query=select+*+from+[data;mex=true] The parameter I'm sending is in the form: resourceName:value In my console, the values appear as
following for each entity in the query: toplevel:"resourceName":"value" Instead of looking like this: toplevel:{"resourceName":"value"} Is there a way to make the toplevel reference a parameterized resource? A: You can have multiple properties in the OData document that represent the same entity. For this to happen the Web API can map multiple
property names to the same OData entity. OData Media Type for these scenarios is "application/json"; the support is in Web API: The following JSON, { "startTime": "2015-09-25T11:22:00", "startMicroSecond": 0, "endTime": "2015-09-25T11:22:00", "endMicroSecond": 0 } will be mapped to the following entity: [ { "property1": "value1",
"property2": "value2" } ] The Web API will pass the query string values as OData query parameters: Or, if you are using the Web API v2 route templates you could have two query parameters like this:
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(5) Xbox LIVE Gold (5) Internet connection (3) Supported Multiplayer Mode (Play against other players) (3) Supported Training Mode (Practice your skills) (2) Supported Sing-along Mode (Listen to your favorite songs from game and watch a short video) (1) Supported Step-by-Step Tutorial (Learn how to play a game and/or how to use game
features and functions) (1) Supported Minigame Mode (Play a game and earn points
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